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INTRODUCTION
In July of 1987, The Ward M. Canaday Center received the Hess Collection, a
bequest of Dr. Nicholas Gimble. Originally, these books were collected by Gimble's
father who was a partner in the New York brokerage firm Birdsall & Hess.
The Hess Collection consists of books on the history of a variety of financial markets
(stock, commodity, bond, etc.), fiction, biography, humor, and even works denouncing the stock market altogether. Perhaps the strongest area of concentration in
this collection is made up of books treating what is known in the field as "technical
analysis." Briefly stated, technical analysis involves the use of charts and graphs
to help investors predict future moves in the price of a security or market. There are
indeed other methods of screening for possible investments, and these too are
represented in the collection; they include the use of just about everything from
astrological cycles to balance sheets. Above all else, this collection has an educational
focus, enabling students of finance and history to learn from the people, events and
markets of the past. For, as the materials in this collection demonstrate, in the
markets, as in just about every other field, there is nothing new under the sun.
After much effort, this impressive collection has been processed and is now ready
for the enjoyment and education of visitors to the Canaday Center. And, whether
as commencement or coda, a collection exhibit seemed like the best way to celebrate
the completed processing of this important collection.
An exhibit like this one represents the combined efforts of many people, both on
the front lines and behind the scenes. Generous thanks go out especially to Robert
Shaddy, the Canaday Center Director, and Nancy Bernard, Rare Books Assistant,
who processed the collection. Thanks also to Terry Fell, Jan Vezner, Sue Van Fleet
and Marina Stanic for their help in designing and producing this exhibition catalog.
As always, the Canaday Center is extremely grateful to the Friends of The University
of Toledo Libraries for its financial support of this endeavor.

Todd Doyle
Rare Books Graduate Assistant
and 1998-1999 Hess Scholar
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Included in this exhibit are just a few examples of books from the
Hess Collection chronicling the people and events from different eras
in Wall Street's past. From the first stirrings of a financial district
under Wall Street's buttonwood tree in 1792 to the multimillion
dollar exploits of financial giants and institutional investors during
the twentieth century, Wall Street as captured in these texts provides
invaluable insight, and often entertaining reading, to students of the
financial markets.
Brooks, John. Once in Golconda: A True Drama of Wall Street 1920-1938. New York:
Harper & Row, 1969.
"Golconda, now a ruin, was a city in southeastern India where, according to legend,
everyone who passed through got rich. A similar legend attached to Wall Street between the
wars." First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Brooks, John. The Go-Go Years. New York: Weybright and Talley, 1973.
A chronicle of the financial boom and bust that marked the 1960s and an account of the
reasons behind the events of America's "most speculative era." First edition, hardbound
with dust jacket.
Brooks, John. The Seven Fat Years: Chronicles of Wall Street. New York: Harper
Brothers, 1958.
"The greatest boom on record," wrote John Brooks in 1958, "really got under way
during 1950, and it ended, perhaps temporarily but certainly firmly, in the latter half of
1957." Brooks's account aims to prove that "in terms of the people involved ... it may have
been ... the liveliest and most interesting boom on record." First edition, hardbound with
dust jacket.
Howard, Ernest. Wall Street Fifty Years After Erie. Boston: Stratford, 1923.
An account of the "making and breaking of the Jay Gould railroad fortune." First
edition, hardbound.
Neill, Humphrey. The Inside Story of the Stock Exchange. New York: B. C. Forbes &
Sons, 1950.
A well-researched account of the history of the New York Stock Exchange, from its days
under the buttonwood tree to the aftermath ofWorld War II. First edition, hardbound with
dust jacket. Inscribed by the author: "Good luck, Doctor. Humphrey B. Neill."
Pecora, Ferdinand. Wall Street Under Oath. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1936.
An insider's look at the "Pecora Investigation" of stock market operations during the
1920s, as written by the Counsel to the United States Committee on Banking and
Currency. Pecora's comprehensive investigation, which subpoenaed some of the most
prominent financiers of the age and asked them to explain how they made their fortunes,
led to the enactment of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. First edition, hardbound with
dust jacket.
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Sobel, Robert. The Last Bull Market: Wall Street in the 1960s. New York: Norton,
1980.
When the Dow Jones Industrial Average reached the landmark figure of 1000 in
January of 1966, it did so only for a brief span before an inflation-plagued economy
precipitated a steady decline that was to continue well into the next decade. "This is the
story of the people and events that made the last bull market." First edition, hardbound
with dust jacket.
Warshaw, Robert Irving. The Story of Wall Street. New York: Greenberg, 1929.
A history of the people and events of Wall Street, from the millions who follow the
quotations to the market leaders who make them. First edition, hardbound with illustrations.
Winkelman, B. F. Ten Years of Wall Street. Chicago: John C. Winston, 1932.
An account of the decade preceding the 1929 crash as viewed from a legal perspective.
First edition, hardbound with illustrations.
Wyckoff, Richard D. Wall Street Ventures and Adventures Through Forty Years. New
York: Harper & Brothers, 1930.
A view of four formative decades in the history of the Stock Exchange, as told by one
who learned the business from the ground up and came to know it inside and out. First
edition, hardbound with dust jacket and illustrations.

An early view of the New York Stock Exchange trading floor.
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The fast-moving world of finance has captured the imagination
of generations of authors and readers alike. Perhaps the best evidence
for this phenomenon is the wealth of fictional works with fmancial themes
that have flooded the literary market over the years. Our exhibit includes
novels about financial dealings in everything from coffee to lard and from
gold to coal. While only a few of the authors represented here may be
recognized by today's reader, these authors and their works nevertheless
did as much to shape the popular opinion ofWall Street as did history itself.
Brady, Cyrus Townsend. The Corner in Coffee. New York: Dillingham, 1904.
The story of an unlikely marriage between a society belle and a Central American civil
engineer. In order to win the love of his lady, the hero determines to match his fortune to his
love's own by way of a daring speculative move. First edition, hardbound with illustrations
by Gordon H. Grant.
Chester, George Randolph. Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford: A Cheerful Account
of the Rise and Fall of an American Business Buccaneer. New York: A. L. Burt, 1908.
The story of a charismatic entrepreneur determined to "get there-no matter what"
until his shady wheelings and dealings lead him into a snag. First edition, hardbound with
four illustrations.
Chester, George Randolph. Wallingford in His Prime. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1913.
This book follows the affable J. Rufus Wallingford through a series of lighthearted
swindlings which often take advantage of the vanity of their victim. First edition, hardbound.
Erdman, Paul E. The Crash of)79. New York: Simon & Schuster, 1976.
A novel about a successful banker and fmancial genius who is selected to manage the profits
of certain Saudi Arabian oil lords. Once he accepts the position, the protagonist begins to realize
the precarious nature of finance and politics in the global economy. First edition, hardbound
with dust jacket and decorative end papers.
Garris, Howard R. The Young Reporter and the Bank Mystery. New York: Sully, 1912.
A "boys' story" of a young reporter, Larry Dexter, who is asked to solve a million-dollar
bank robbery case. A big surprise waits for him when he tracks down the man he thinks has the
money. First edition, hardbound with illustrations.
Hudson, William Cadwaladar. J.P. Dunbar. New York: Dodge, 1906.
The story of a clever financier's attempts to gain control of the valuable, but poorly
managed, Universal Supply Company. First edition, hardbound with embossed cover design.
Isham, Frederick S. Black Friday. Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1904.
A sentimental romance novel involving a corner in the gold market. First edition,
hardbound with illustrations by Harrison Fisher.
Lawson, Thomas W. Friday the Thirteenth. New York: Doubleday, Page & Co., 1907.
A Wall Street morality tale about one man's obsession with avenging the actions of the
market "bears" who once endangered the fortune of the woman he loves. By casting himself in
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the role of the agent of justice, however, our financier protagonist does more harm than good.
First edition, hardbound with colored frontispiece by Sigismond de Ivanowski.
Lefevre, Edwin. The Golden Flood. New York: McClure, Phillips, 1905.
When an ambitious young man appears to have found a method of manufacturing gold, the
country's most important financiers fear that an oversupply of the commodity will wreak such
financial havoc as the world has never seen. First edition, hardbound with gilt cover design.
Lefevre, Edwin. The Plunderers. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1916.
Four loosely-joined stories about a syndicate of professional thieves who aim to recover,
by a series of intricately planned schemes, some of the plunder amassed by Wall Street's richest
men. Hardbound, illustrated.
Lefevre, Edwin. Sampson Rock of Wall Street. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1907.
The story of two generations of Wall Street financiers and their attempt to gain control of
a poorly managed railroad by way of a stock market coup. Hardbound, first edition, illustrated,
with gilt cover design.
Lefevre, Edwin. Wall Street Stories. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1916.
Eight tales of the habits and customs of Wall Street. Some contain thinly-vailed portraits of
well-known Wall Street characters such as James R. Keene and Daniel Drew. Reprinted edition,
hardbound with dust jacket.
McCutcheon, George Barr, Brewster)s Millions. New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1902.
A young man stands to inherit a huge fortune from his uncle, but in order to secure his
inheritance, he must comply with a bizarre proviso in the will-he must be absolutely penniless
on a given day. This is the story of young Brewster's efforts to spend himself into poverty, only
to find that he may not receive his legacy after all. First edition, hardbound with illustrations.
Munsey, Frank. The Boy Broker; or, Among the Kings of Wall Street. New York:
Munsey, 1888.
A "boys' story" intended to give "a true idea oflife in a great city," while instilling a valuable moral lesson. "So much nonsense of a misleading character has been written about benevolent old gentlemen who help poor boys from the country," writes the author, "that I have
sought to turn the light of fact on the subject and picture a little real life." First edition,
hardbound with illustrations.
·
Norris, Frank. A Deal in Wheat: And Other Stories of the New and Old West. New York:
Doubleday, Page, 1906.
A posthumous collection of ten short stories, including two of the supernatural. The story
for which the collection is named was later developed into Norris' novel The Pit. Reprinted
edition, hardbound with illustrations by Frederick Remington and others.
Norris, Frank. The Octopus: A Story of California. New York: P.F. Collier & Son, 1910.
The first ofNorris's stories comprising "The Epic of the Wheat." Of the three individual
novels, the first (The Octopus) concerns the production, the second (The Pit) the distribution,
and the third (the unfinished novel, The Woij) the consumption of American wheat. Specifically,
The Octopus "deals with the war between the wheat growers and the Railroad Trust."
Hardbound edition with illustrations.
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Norris, Frank. The Pit. New York: Wessels, 1906.
The second installment of Norris's "The Epic of the Wheat" trilogy concerns one man's
obsession with controlling the price ofwheat on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange. The main
character, Curtis Jadwin, is fashioned upon Joseph Leiter who, in 1897, also tried unsuccessfully
to "corner" the wheat market. Hardbound edition with black and white printing on green cloth.
Payne, Willaim. On Fortuneys Road. Chicago: A.C. McClurg, 1902.
Eight stories about morality, business, and the tough choices that need to be made when
these two realms clash. First edition, hardbound "with eight full-page drawings by Thomas
Fogarty."
Smith, William Hawley. The Promoters. New York: Rand, MacNally & Company, 1904.
A story about two forward-thinking businessmen who literally plan to "move the world"
and thereby create untold possibilities in the real estate business, if only they can publicize the
move adequately. First edition, hardbound with illustrations.
Sinclair, Upton. King Coal. [Pasadena, CA]: published by the author, 1921.
A novel with a social message regarding the plight of coal miners in the early 20th century.
Hardbound reprinted edition.
Sinclair, Upton. Oil! New York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1927.
A muckraking expose of the evils plaguing the oil industry. Hardbound, eighth printing.
Vartan, Vartanig G. 50 Wall Street. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1968.
This novel concerns the ruthless efforts of three men who are fighting for partnership
in a distinguished brokerage house. Second printing, hardbound with dust jacket. Inscribed
by the author: "To my parents' best friends with best wishes, Vartanig G. Vartan."
Webster, Henry Kitchell. The Banker and the Bear: The Story of a Corner in Lard. New
York: Grosset and Dunlap, 1900.
The story of a respectable old banker's son and his bid for control of his father's bank. When
loans to a speculator-friend are endangered by the devaluing effects of a "bear raid," his position
of leadership in the family bank is imperiled. Hardbound, first edition.
Webster, Henry Kitchell. Roger Drake: Captain of Industry. New York: MacMillan, 1902.
The story of two commercial giants who strike it rich mining ore in the West. In conflict
from their first meeting, they continue to struggle against the world and each other for financial
superiority. Hardbound, first edition with illustrations.
Wilson, Sloan. The Man in the Gray Flannel Suit. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1955.
The title of this book suggests the uncertain, work-a-day existence of many men who served
during World War II and now lead comfortable lives working in New York and residing in the
suburbs. "Today," reads the dust jacket of this book, "many men wear the gray flannel suit and ·
wonder whether this uniform provides as secure a life as the one they had when they were
wearing O.D." Fifth printing, hardbound with dust jacket.
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"Whether you're ahead or behind at the moment-and whether the
averages are up or down-" writes Mark Appleman, "the stock market is
only 25 percent fmancial, 75 percent psychological." During the last
· century or so, this imbalance of financial and psychological influences has
produced an interesting sub-genre of psychological and psychoanalytical
texts about the stock market. Our current exhibit includes samples from
the mundane field of "self-help" to the arcane theoretical realm.
In each of these works, one central theme resonates continually:
"know thyself," as Socrates said. Indeed, to quote the more contemporary writer known by
the pseudonym of "Adam Smith," "If you don't know who you are, this [the stock market]
is an expensive place to find out."
c

-

'·

•

•

•

Appleman, Mark J. The Winning Habit: How Your Personality Makes You a Winner
Or a Loser in the Stock Market. New York: McCall, 1970.
Dedicated to helping investors know themselves, The Winning Habit surveys almost
a dozen "case histories" of typical winners large and small, promising that "while you may
be amused at recognizing some of your friends, you may also catch yourself squirming at
reflections of your own moments of market truth." Whether you come to associate yourself
most strongly with the "Market Masochist" or the "Can't Loser," Appleman hopes to help
make your road to self discovery a profitable experience. First edition with dust jacket.
Bergler, Edmund, M.D., The Psychology of Gambling. New York: Hill and Wang, 1957.
"This is a book about people who gamble .... It explains why even the man with the
'perfect system' can't win, and why such speculator-gamblers like Ivar Kreuger invariably fail
in the end .... With interesting case histories and stimulating discussion, Dr. Bergler shows
how psychoanalysis reveals the underlying neurotic motives of the confirmed gambler and
sometimes effects a cure. Dr. Bergler in this fascinating book answers questions about a
subject that intrigues us all, for, he claims, everyone in our culture is a potential gambler."
Hardbound edition with dust jacket.
Borneman, Ernest, The Psychoanalysis of Money. New York: Urizen Books, 1976.
"This is the first attempt to bring together some of the major works in psychoanalytic
literature on the origin and nature of money and to provide a critical commentary on them.
Some of [the writings collected here] have been out of print for many years, while others,
originally published in journals, are not readily accessible and have never been reprinted.
In his extensive introduction and his postscript "The Midas Complex," Borneman discusses
the entire range of problems connected with the major divisions of this book: (I) "The Anal
Theory of Money"; (II) "Cultural-Historical, Archeological, and Ethnological Studies on
the Psychoanalytic Theory of Money"; and (III) "Psychoanalytic Studies of Money Outside
the Realm of Anal Theory." Contributers include Sigmund Freud, Sandor Ferenczi, Isador
H. Coriat, Karl Abraham, and many others. First American edition, paperback.
Dreman, David N. Psychology and the Stock Market: Why the Pros Go Wrong and How
to Profit. New York: Warner, 1979.
Written by a professional investor, this book claims to illuminate the "missing dimension" in most analyses of the stock market-psychology. Beginning with the premise that
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institutional investors actually underperform the market averages, Dreman speculates that
the reasons they do so are psychologically based. Falling prey to "groupthink," these
professional speculators ignore the psychological underpinnings of the market at the same
time they contribute to them. This book purports to explain how "you can profit from the
repeated patterns of other investors' mistakes." Paperback, first printing.
Haas, Albert, Jr. and Don D. Jackson, M.D. Bulls, Bears and Dr. Freud. New York:
World, 1967.
Haas and Jackson's book examines many of the social relationships underlying stock
market psychology. For example, the brokers' relationship with his customer, the stock
holder's marital status and its effect on his or her portfolio, and other often overlooked
socio-psychological market influences. Hardcover, first printing.
Harper, Henry Howard, The Psychology of Speculation:The Human Element in Stock
Market Transactions. Cedar Rapids, IA: Torch Press, 1926.
An informative and entertaining early study pointing out some of the psychological
"stumbling blocks and handicapping influences that speculators, even investors, are sure
to encounter." Hardbound, privately printed, with illustrations by Hayden Jones.
Kelly, Fred C. Why You Win or Lose: The Psychology of Speculation. New York:
Houghton Mifflin, 1930.
This book is described by its author as "a study of crowd behavior, checked against
known primary and secondary causes of market fluctuations and crowd reactions to these
conditions." The author claims to have spent the last several years (including 1929) in the
market "without losing anything." Hardbound, first edition, with dust jacket.
Kelly, Fred C. and Sullivan Burgess. How Shrewd Speculators Win: A Guide to Behavior
When the Market Rises. New York: Sears, 1932.
"Normal behavior is unsuited to speculative success," claims this book's introduction.
And, under the rubric of bucking the crowd mentality, Kelly and Burgess provide a series
of useful tips for outwitting the market without being oneself outwitted. Hardbound, first
edition.
Rosenberg, Claude N., Jr. Psycho-Cybernetics and the Stock Market: The Key to Maximum
Investment Profits and Peace of Mind. Chicago: Playboy Press, 1971.
This book "focuses on the significant emotional reactions which cause people
consistently to make the wrong decisions in their market transactions." The term
psycho-cybernetics "involves the use of 'constructive input' to enhance one's self image
and performance." Hardbound, first edition, with dust jacket.
Selden, George C. Psychology of the Stock Market. New York: Ticker Publishing, 1925.
A ground breaking study of investment psychology. When this book was originally
published in 1912, Selden's idea that "movements of prices on the exchanges are dependent
to a very considerable degree on the mental attitude of the investing and trading public" was
still a novel notion. Hardbound.
Selden, George C. Psychology ofthe Stock Market. Wells, VT: Fraser, 1965.
This is a paperback reprinting of Selden's pioneer study of psychology and stock market
price behavior.
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According to Otto Lightner, one of this exhibit's featured authors,
"Depressions and trade upheavals have swayed the course of humanity in
its struggles equally as much as has war... . Were it not for the demands
) of commerce," he continues, "we should probably still be in a state of
feudalism." Whatever the truth of Lightner's pronouncement, the cycles
of boom and bust that have marked the history of finance certainly have
altered the world's social, political, and of course, economic landscape.
The number of books that study financial panics of the past illuminate
the changes these debacles have effected and the situations that caused them to occur. By thus
arming their readers with knowledge, the authors of these works aim to prevent economic crises
in the future, or at least to warn and protect individual readers against the adverse effects of
financial depressions.
Bladen, Ashby. How to Cope with the Developing Financial Crisis. New York:
McGraw- Hill, 1980.
One of a crop of "caveat emptor" books from the early 1980's prophesizing the imminent
collapse of real estate prices, and more seriously, of the debt-driven economy. The book includes lessons in micro and macro economics as well as suggestions for national policy changes
and suggests courses of defensive action for the American public. First edition with dust jacket.
Burton, Theodore, E. Financial Crises. New York: Appleton, 1931.
This thorough study begins by clarifYing different financial terms and then examines not
the particular circumstances of commercial crises but their "general and dominating character."
In this manner, the author hopes to correct the mistakes of previous studies which stop their
investigations "at the immediate or secondary causes by which [crises] are determined" by
looking at the "primordial cause which engenders" all such crises. First edition, hardbound
with dust jacket.

l

Collman, Charles Albert. Our Mysterious Panics 1830-1930. New York: Morrow, 1931.
"It is the purpose of this work to undertake a journey into a region not yet explored-into
that complex, human problem of a century of Wall Street panics." Each chapter profiles the
persons and institutions behind the conditions of various panic periods and asks: what caused
these panics and what can we learn from them for the future? First edition, hardbound.
Erleigh, Viscount. The South Sea Bubble. Manchester, England: Peter Davies
Limited, 1933.
An entertaining and informative treatment of the notorious 18th century scheme to
refinance England's national debt through the stock of the South Sea Company. In a move that
presaged some later-day stock exchange frauds, promotional blitzes combined with speculative
mania to lift the price of the South Sea Company to dizzying heights-until the bubble burst.
First edition, hardbound with illustrations.
Fisher, Irving. Booms and Depressions: Some First Principles. London: George Allen
and Unwin, 1933.
This text examines nine main factors, including over-indebtedness, price levels and interest
rates, that led to the financial collapse of 1929. After discussing the conditions of each of the
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nine factors that created an atmosphere ripe for panic, the author offers a series of suggestions
for citizens and governments to prevent such panics in the future. First American
edition, hardbound.
Fisher, Irving. The Stock Market Crash-And After. New York: MacMillan, 1930.
In a move away from those discussions of the crash that cast blame on different persons and
groups for the 1929 debacle, Fisher's study looks back at the months preceding the crash and
notes not only the reasons why the steep decline was inevitable but the reasons, too, why in the
light of unprecedented business growth, many investors did not see the crash coming. First
edition, hardbound.
Fullerton, Francis C. "After the Break-What?" The Magazine of Wall Street45 (1929):
93-96, 170.
Fullerton's essay about the coming rebound in stock prices proved to be a little too optimistic. Though the stock market did, in fact, return to its pre-crash levels, it would not reach new
highs until1954.
Funk, Wilfred J. When the Merry-Go-Round Breaks Down. New York: Funk &
Wagnalls, 1938.
A collection of newspaper clippings that chronicle "man's reactions to the troubles that have
beset him in the past hundred years." A marked pattern of denial, despair, outrage, and fingerpointing divulges itself in every case and invariably, each crisis is deemed "the worst ever."
First edition, hardbound.
Galbraith, John Kenneth. The Great Crash 1929. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1955.
In this book, Galbraith tells "of the breathtaking ascent of the Coolidge bull market, of the
ultratentative efforts of the government to check it, of the investment trust promotions which,
for a time, dwarfed the operations of the U.S. Treasury, and of the people in high places and
low who made speculation a way of life ... .Then came the collapse." First edition, hardbound
with dust jacket.
Knapp, Paul. The Berengaria Exchange. New York: Dial Press, 1972.
A factual account of the events on board a luxury cruise liner equipped with its own
brokerage office. When the ship takes to the seas during the week of the 1929 stock market
crash, a rocky ride ensues. First printing, hardbound with illustrations and dust jacket.
Lauck, W. Jett. The Causes ofthe Panic of 1893. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1907.
This book considers the severe financial panic that gripped Europe in 1890 in order to
discover if the American panic three years later was a result of conditions overseas. Ultimately,
since Lauck concludes that the two financial crises were independent, his study elucidates the
causes and results of two very distinct types of market panics. First edition, hardbound.
Lawrence, John F. and Paul E. Steiger. The 70s Crash and How To Survive It. New York:
World Publishing, 1970.
When the stock market dropped broadly in 1970, not everyone called it a crash, but
investors lost lots of money. "The authors have written this book to show 'just what did go on
behind the scenes in the stock market of the late 1960s ... who it was that pushed stock prices
to such artificial heights and how they did it ... to arouse enough concern that steps are taken
to see that they aren't permitted to do it again." Second printing, hardbound with dust jacket.
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Leinbach, Arthur M., "Forthcoming Events Cast Their Shadow in the Stock
Market." The Magazine of Wall Street43 (1929): 913-14.
Anyone who heeded Mr. Leinbach's advice in this study from March 1929 would have
been wise indeed. After an assessment of the credit markets, interest rates and recent stock
market activity, Leinbach concludes with this advice from the Federal Reserve Secretary,
"buy bonds."
Levien, J .R. Anatomy of a Crash-1929. New York: Trader's Press, 1966.
The purpose of this book "is to review 1929 in detail so that the reader can get a close
look at the phenomena of a panic and actually see how the public is slow recognizing a
boom and won't believe a bust." Surely, Levien concedes, no two panics will ever be
ex;1ctly alike, but in surveying the price patterns of the 1929 crash this author hopes to
answer questions like "What does a top look like? Do prices go straight down? Are there
rallies?" and "Are there opportunities on the upside?" First edition, hardbound.
Lightner, Otto C. History of Business Depressions. New York: Northeastern, 1922.
Lightner's work, written after the 1920 depression which led to his friend's suicide,
surveys financial depressions from ancient commerce to 1921. In the last analysis, this
author's history maintains that financial upheavals and their resultant reforms have
"swayed the course of humanity in its struggles equally as much as has war." First edition,
hardbound.
Perkins, D.W. Wall Street Panics: 1813-1930. Waterville, NY, 1931.
This book consists of27 independent chapters, each of which tells the story behind
a different stock market panic, some small and short-lived, others debilitating the nation.
Also included are brief biographical notes on notable exchange personages and other
relevant information pertaining the events described within the text. First edition,
hardbound.
Smith, Dan Throop. Deficits and Depressions. New York: Wiley & Sons, 1936.
"An investigation of the relations between government and financing, the banking
system and business-a judicious and impartial survey of the various dangers and benefits
which may arise from the unbalanced budget"-particularly during a depression. First
edition with dust jacket.
Sullivan, Lawrence. Prelude to Panic: The Story of the Bank Holiday. Washington,
D.C.: Statesman Press, 1936.
On March 5, 1933, President Roosevelt proclaimed a nationwide banking suspension
to stop the run on bank deposits that had been accelerating since January of that year.
The causes for the panic that led to a nine-day bank holiday were many and varied but
seemed to stem primarily from England's abandonment of the gold standard in 1931
and the subsequent depreciation of the British pound. Sullivan's text is a Washington
eye-witness account that chronicles the political, psychological, and financial events that
precipitated the bank holiday. First edition, hardbound.
Whitney, Richard. Trade Depressions and Stock Panics. [New York]: [n.p:], 1930.
This booklet contains the text of an address given by the president of the New York
Stock Exchange before the Merchants' Association of New York in September 1930.
In an effort to defuse criticism of the New York Stock Exchange for causing a business
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depression, Whitney contends that those who "attribute business depressions to stock market
panics ... place the cart before the horse, for in reality stock panics are an effect rather than a
cause for trade depressions." Paperback edition in gray wraps.
Whitney, Richard. The Work of the New York Stock Exchange in the Panic of 1929. [New
York]: [n.p.], 1930.
A copy of an address given by the president of the New York Stock Exchange before the
Boston Association of Stock Exchange Firms. In it, Whitney recounts the actions of the New
York exchange during the panic of 1929 and highlights the lessons learned in the course of these
events. Paperback edition in gray wraps.
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Agraphic representation of the 1929 stock market panic
and its aftermath. The Dow Jones Industrial Average
would not regain its lofty levels of 1929 until1954.
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Investors often turn to humor and satire for comfort, especially
in times of financial crisis. This exhibit includes a sampling of comical
texts written for fmanciers and other members of the investment
community. Perhaps because financial dealings often involve a Social
Darwinist approach to competition where the ruthlessness frequently
triumphs, many of these publications reveal their authors' intolerant
racist or sexist biases. Others, however, demonstrate a witty cleverness
that surely helped their readers to see certain precarious economic circumstances in a
refreshingly humorous light.
Anonymous, All I Know About the Stock Market. [n.p.], [n.d.]
While this book's decorative facings suggest a wealth of accumulated knowledge, it presents
readers with a perfect instance of why books should not be judged by their covers-inside is a
book of blank pages.
Anthony, Joseph. The Lost Shirt. New York: Bretano's, 1929.
A book of comical poems that address the stock market crash of 1929 and the sorry state of
affairs into which that crisis plunged so many investors. In a spoof on the pretensions of limited
edition publications, an introductory note claims "This edition is printed on special banknote
paper, for which the company had no particular use. It is limited to 1,496,857 copies. These
copies are neither numbered nor autographed, but for ten cents additional the reader may
receive the author's autograph on a check of any denomination." First edition, hardbound.
Cantor, Eddie. Caught Short: A Saga of Wailing in Wall Street. New York: Simon
and Schuster, 1929.
Written by the author "while the frenzied ticker was still sputtering forth news of the
country's most violent stock market crisis," Cantor mockingly quips, "For twenty million
people who were thrown into frenzy and despair by the boom and its explosion, this extravaganza should be an hilarious memento, a pillar of strength in an hour of need, and a consoling
philosophical refuge. In a pinch, the book could be used as additional collateral." Fourth
printing, hardbound with illustrations and dust jacket.
Cantor, Eddie. Yoo-Hoo, Prosperity! The Eddie Cantor Five-Year Plan. New York: Simon
and Schuster, 1931.
This book takes a lighthearted look at some causes of the depression of the early 1930s
and offers some humorous solutions for turning things around. First edition, hardbound with
illustrations.
Cass, Eli. Wall Street Guide To Stacks & Blonds: Illustrated Lavishly With Some of the Most
Attractive Speculative Possibilities On the Market. New York: Kanrom, 1962.
A collection of writings that pun drolly upon business and investment maxims. Included in
each chapter are titillating photographs of semi-nude men and women who help to illustrate the
title's visual pun. First edition, paperback with illustrations and gold wraps.
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Loring, Paule S. Never Argue With the Tape. Barrington, RI: Rhode Island Bond &
Share Co., 1954.
A collection of cartoons portraying oft-quoted Wall Street epigrams in a comical new
light. First edition, hardbound with illustrations.
Schwed, Fred, Jr. Where Are the Customers' Yachts? Or, A Good Hard Look at Wall Street.
New York: Simon and Schuster, 1940.
"The chief concern of this book will be with an examination of [financial] nonsensea commodity which keep sluicing [into Wall Street] ... with the irresistible constancy of the
waters of the rolling Mississippi." First edition, hardbound with dust jacket. Illustrated by
~eter Arno.
Schwed, Fred, Jr. Where Are the Customers' Yachts? Or, A Good Hard Look at Wall Street.
New York: Simon and Schuster, c. 1955.
"For fifteen years now a small hardy group of admirers of this book ... have happily
quoted passages from it to one another. Lately they have sent complaining notes to the
publisher asking why this wonderful book is out of print. The clamor for republication has
now been rewarded with this new Bull Market Edition." Bull Market Edition, hardbound
with dust jacket. Illustrated by Peter Arno. Hardbound with dust jacket.
Van Tillingham, Throgmorton C. Bulls, Bears and Buffaloes. New York: Vantage
Press, 1963.
A lighthearted treatise on three differing approaches to investment. Along with a
satirical discussion of these three market mammals is some advice for experienced and
novice investors. First edition, hardbound with illustrations and dust jacket.

A view of the chairman's desk at the New York Stock Exchange, c.1930.
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One of the most accessible ways to study the history of American
finance is to examine the lives and deeds of the people who gained
extraordinary financial success. A brief survey of the figures represented
in this exhibit, however, will reveal that there are almost as many ways
to achieve monetary affluence as there are people who have reached
that goal.
From the penny-pinching parsimony of Hetty Green to the wasteful
economic insouciance of John "Bet-A-Million" Gates, from the moral scrupulousness
of Andrew Carnegie to the boastful brigandage of Daniel Drew, these are the characters
who shaped and molded the financial events of their day and, in some cases, many a day
afterward as well.
Abels, Jules. The Rockefeller Billions: The Story of the World's Most Stupendous Fortune.
New York: MacMillan, 1965.
This comprehensively researched study examines the genesis of the estimated four
billion dollar Rockefeller fortune and explains "how one man built the Standard Oil
empire and accumulated the wealth which is today poured out in countless charitable
and educational directions." First edition, hardbound with illustrations and dust jacket.
Alderson, Bernard. Andrew Carnegie: The Man and His Work. New York: Doubleday,
Page, 1905.
The story of a Scottish immigrant who rose from humble avocations as a steam engine
stoker and telegraph boy to become the nation's "Steel Master." His subsequent campaign
of philanthropy has become as legendary as his industrial exploits. Hardbound edition with
illustrations.
Allen, Frederick Lewis. The Great Pierpont Morgan. New York: Harper &
Brothers, 1949.
Allen is acutely aware of previous accounts of our country's most influential banker, and
he writes, "Between the conscientiously flattering and the hostile accounts of Morgan, there
was enough room to drive a ten-ton truck." In a work that has tried to steer the true course
between the Morgan praisers and the Morgan dispraisers, Allen's biography recounts the
fascinating life-story of the man who almost single-handedly controlled the nation's money
supply during the early years of the twentieth century. First edition, hardbound.
I

•

Anonymous. Mirrors of Wall Street. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1933.
"In this remarkable book the anonymous author presents unusual portraits of thirteen
leading American financiers and tells much that will be of interest to people all over the
United States." First edition, hardbound with dust jacket. Illustrated by Hugo Gellert.
Bayer, George. George Wollsten: Expert Stock and Grain Trader. Carmel-By-The-Sea,
CA :[n.p], 1946.
This is one of several books that bridge the gap between biography and trading manual.
It concerns the affairs of two brothers, George and Jim Wollsten, who immigrated from
Europe and moved from farming to trading commodities futures. Along the biographical
way, the reader learns many of the rules by which George Wollsten made his fortune
in trading wheat. Hardbound edition with fold-out graphs.
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Bishop, George W. Charles H. Dow and the Dow Theory. New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1960.
The story of one of the most influential financial journalists of his time and after.
Bishop's book chronicles Dow's emergence as a New England newspaper editor, his
journalistic pilgrimage to Colorado during the height of the mining boom in 1879, and
his later years in New York, where he co-founded Dow Jones & Company. The author also
treats the fundamentals of "the best-known theory of stock market investment." First
edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Borkin, Joseph. Robert R. Young: The Populist of Wall Street. New York: Harper &
Row, 1969.
Young was a rebel among our nation's financiers and industrialists. While he believed
in capitalism, he felt that monopolistic trusts were immoral and uneconomic, and his
crusade against monopolistic enterprise often enlisted popular support. This volume tells
the story of his battles and reproduces some of his most effective and characteristic antimonopolistic newspaper advertisements. First edition, hardbound with illustrations and
dust jacket.
Brickey, Homer, Jr. Master Manipulator. New York: Amacom, 1985.
The story of a managing partner in a well-established Toledo brokerage firm who
embezzled nearly 50 million dollars from his clients between 1973 and 1983. One day, to
protect a friend, Edward Wolfram discovered how easy it was to make a small adjustment in
his firm's books. After that, he "began to systematically plunder the accounts the firm held
for its clients." First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Brown, Stanley H. Ling: The Rise, Fall, and Return of a Texas Titan. New York:
Atheneum, 1972.
An account of a high school dropout from Oklahoma who parleyed $2000, a small
electrician's shop, and a remarkable talent for deal-making into Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc.,
the nation's fourteenth largest industrial enterprise. When that enterprise failed, Ling used
the experience to build himself back up again. First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Burr, Anna Robeson. The Portrait of a Banker: James Stillman 1850-1918. New York:
Duffield, 1927.
"In that extraordinary era of phenomenal commercial and industrial expansion which
marked the close of the 19th century, James Stillman (1850-1918) was one of the strongest,
though least spectacular, of the well-known group of men who piloted the nation's financial
institutions through the dangers of panic and over-prosperity." First edition, hardbound
with illustrations and dust jacket.
Cantor, Bert. The Bernie Cornfield Story. New York: Lyle Stuart, Inc., 1970.
Bernie Cornfield attained millionaire status as the head of Investors Overseas Service,
headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland. Born in Turkey, raised in Brooklyn, Cornfield was a
one-time socialist and social worker who in 14 years built an overseas empire controlling
over two billion dollars in other people's assets. Yet, by 1970, Bernie and his lOS empire
were crumbling ... but Bernie "didn't believe he was through." First edition, hardbound
with illustrations and dust jacket.
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Carnegie, Andrew, Autobiography of Andrew Carnegie. New York: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1920.
Carnegie was never able to complete his own life's story, the writing of which was interrupted
at the start ofWorld War I. After the war, writes Louise Whitfield Carnegie, "he was never able
to interest himself in private affairs. Many times he made an attempt to continue writing, but
found it useless .... "
Fortunately, most of the writing already appeared to have been done, as the editor maintains,
"In preparing these chapters for publication the editor has done little more than arrange the
material chronologically and sequentially so that the narrative might run unbrokenly to the end.
Some footnotes by way of explanation, some illustrations that offer sight-help to the text, have
been added; but the narrative is the thing." (From the editor's note). First edition, hardbound
with illustrations.
Carnegie, Andrew, Autobiography of Andrew Carnegie. New York: Houghton Mifflin
Company, 1920. (Popular Edition)
Coit, Margaret L. Mr Baruch. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1957.
A comprehensive biographical account of the Southern entrepreneur who rose to become
a Wall Street "money captain" and an adviser to presidents Wilson and Roosevelt. The story
"begins in the aftermath of the civil war and stretches into the shadow of the Atomic Age."
First edition, hardbound with illustrations.
Corti, Egon Caesar, The Rise of the House of Rothschild. Translated from the German
by Brian and Beatrix Lunn. New York: Cosmopolitan, 1928.
An account of the emergence of one of Europe's greatest merchant banking houses.
The family of five brothers rose from conditions of near squalor to become the richest men in
Europe. Though criticized as illiterate and brash, the Rothschilds materially influenced the whole
of European commerce during some of the most turbulent years of the nineteenth century.
Hardbound edition with illustrations.
Dies, Edward Jerome. The Plunger: A Tale of the Wheat Pit. New York:
Covici-Friede, 1929.
An entertaining narrative account of the life ofBenjamin T. Hutchinson (1828-1899) who
rose from humble beginnings in a Massachusetts farm family to become the "Wheat King"
of the Chicago Board ofTrade. First edition, hardbound with illustrations.
Eckenrode, H. J. and Pocahontas Wight Edmunds. E. H. Harriman: The Little Giant
of Wall Street. New York: Greenberg, 1933.
An account of the life of the daring, but secretive, railroad magnate who earned the distinction of having made money faster than any human being up to his time. First edition, hardbound.
Flynn, John T. Men of Wealth: The Story of Twelve Significant Fortunes from the
Renaissance to the Present Day. New York: Simon and Schuster, 1941.
A series of biographical essays about the growth of several fortunes that are representative
of the economic milieux in which they flourished. This volume includes sketches ofJohn Law,
Nathan Rothschild, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Cecil Rhodes and others. Hardbound edition
with illustrations.
Forbes, B. C. Men Who Are Making America. New York: Forbes, 1917.
"This book tells in an intimate way how fifty of America's foremost business and financial
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leaders of the present day have climbed the ladder of success. Included are portraits ofJames
Stillman, J.P. Morgan and Henry Ford. Third edition, hardbound with illustrations.

Fuller, 0. Muiriel. John Muir of Walt Street: A Story of Thrift. New York:
Knickerbocker Press, 1927.
The colorful story of a Canadian-born entrepreneur whose care~r moved from railroad
manager to innovative stock market trader. Muir, in fact, pioneered the concept of the oddlot brokerage house, where investors with limited means could trade less than one hundred
shares of stock at a time. First edition, hardbound.
Fuller, Robert H. Jubilee Jim: The Life of Colonel James Fisk, Jr. New York:
MacMillan, 1928.
An account of the adventuresome life of James Fisk, the notorious railroad manager,
stock operator and womanizer. First edition, hardbound with illustrations and decorative
endpapers.
Halstead, Murat. Life ofJay Gould: How He Made His Millions. [Philadelphia]:
Edgewood, 1892.
"The object of this volume," writes its author, "is to give the public an intelligible and
fair account of a remarkable man, whose greatest distinction was that of exceptional success
in gaining wealth-making millions." From his family life to his Wall Street wars, this
well-researched account includes some stunning tales of brilliance and banditry. Hardbound
edition with illustrations.
Hewins, Ralph. J. Paul Getty: The Richest American. London: Sidgwick and
Jackson, 1961.
The story of "the mysterious oilman" and how he built his empire. After he made his
first million at age 23, he became a playboy and, later, a recluse. This is a study of Getty's
personal contradictions and an account of how the enigmatic genius built his empire. First
edition, hardbound with dust jacket, illustrations, and decorative endpapers.
Houghton, Walter R Kings of Fortune; or, The Triumphs and Achievements of Noble,
Self-Made Men. Chicago: Loomis National Library Association, 1888.
A series of portraits of various self-made authors, lawyers, editors, artists, inventors,
and of course, capitalists. "I have sought to tell simply and truthfully the story of the trials
and triumphs of our self-made men, to show how they overcame where others failed, and
to offer the record of their lives as models worthy of the imitation of the young men of our
country." This volume includes essays on Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jay Gould, Charles
Goodyear, John Marshall, Benjamin West, Nathaniel Hawthorne and others. Hardbound,
illustrated edition with gilt lettering on gold cloth.
Hoyt, Edwin P. The Guggenheims and the American Dream. [New York]: Funk &
Wagnalls, 1967.
In 1847, the fourteen members of the Guggenheim family left the frustration and
degradation of Europe and came to Philadelphia. The family enterprise that began as a stove
polish manufacturing company grew into a metal industry empire that, by World War I,
endowed the Guggenheims with a $500 million dollar fortune. This is the history of their
family struggle and their business empire. First printing, hardbound with dust jacket.
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Hubbard, Silas. John D. Rockefeller: His Career. New York: Published by the
Author, 1904.
This is a critique of the man who, "in defiance of law and precedent ... built up a
worldwide monopoly" through the oil industry. In the words of the author, "to those
who believe that there are greater and better and nobler things in life than-money making,
Rockefeller's career is a subject, not for admiration, but for criticism." Hardbound edition
with illustrations.
Hungerford, Edward. Men of Erie: A Story of Human Effort. New York: Random
House, 1946.
This is the fascinating story of the primary railroad connecting New York to Chicago.
The story begins with the railroad's battle with the directors of the Erie canal and covers
the road's looting by unscrupulous managers in the last decades of the nineteenth century.
The account reaches its climax on that day "Icicles froze in hell" when the battered
Erie finally declared a dividend in 1942. First printing, hardbound with illustrations and
decorative end papers.
Hyde, H. Montgomery. John Law: The History of an Honest Adventurer. [London]:
Home and Van Thai, 1948.
After leaving Scotland, Law became, during the early years of the 18th century, the most
powerful minister in France. "His name will always be associated with the greatest mania
of financial speculation the world has ever known": the debacle of the Mississippi Company.
This is the "remarkable tale of a man who was at once beau, gambler, lover, traveler, banker,
company promoter and adventurer-but who was also fundamentally an honest man who
made a real and substantial contribution to the social and economic history of his times."
First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Josephson, Matthew. The Robber Barons: The Great American Capitalists 1861-1901.
New York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1934.
This book sets forth how the post-Civil-War money captains strategically situated
themselves along the stream of production and distribution of goods. It follows the rise,
one after the other, of post-Civil War robber barons, laying bare how their colorful careers
all followed essentially the same pattern. First edition, hardbound.
Kennan, George. E. H. Harriman: A Biography. New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1922.
A two-volume account of a railroad master, desribing everything from Harriman's
reorganization and management of a host of different lines, to his having founded the
Boy's Club. First edition, hardbound.
Lane, Wheaton J. Commodore Vanderbilt: An Epic of the Steam Age. New York:
Knopf, 1942.
"A narrative of the business career" of Cornelius Vanderbilt, who built an empire of
steam ferries and, later, railroads and so helped fuel the growth of United States industry
more than any other figure of his time. First edition, hardbound.
Latta, Estelle. Controversial Mark Hopkins: The Great Swindle of American History.
New York: Greenberg, 1953.
This biography, which recounts the story of a man who headed West during the gold
rush to emerge years later as a powerful railroad magnate, is largely a claim by the author for
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her share of the inheritance. First edition, hardbound with dust jacket. Inscribed
by the author.
Lefevre, Edwin. Reminiscences of a Stock Operator. New York: Doran, 1923.
A fictionalized account of the life of Jesse Livermore, who rose from "board boy" in a
Boston brokerage office to become one of the most successful speculators on Wall Street.
Lefevre's account grows out of an interview conducted with Livermore which was originally
published in the Saturday Evening Post. This, Lefevre's most famous work, has become
essential reading for stock traders up to the present day. Hardbound edition with dust
jacket.
Lynch, Denis. ((BossYY Tweed: The Story of a Grim Generation. New York: Boni
and Liveright, 1927.
The life's story of a man who, together with a ring of politicians, judges, and lawyers,
successfully looted the city of New York of approximately $75,000,000 during the thirty
months in which they controlled the executive, judicial and financial affairs of our nation's
financial capital. In addition to his governmental service, the protagonist assisted Jay Gould
and James Fisk, Jr., in bilking the stockholders ofthe Erie Railroad out of a sizeable fortune.
Second printing, hardbound with illustrations.
Oudard, Georges. The Amazing Life ofjohn Law. Translated by G.E.C. Masse.
New York: Payson & Clark, 1928.
The story of the man who invented the modern banking and credit system and later
engineered a plan to bid up the value of shares in the India (or Mississippi) Company to
dizzying heights. The boom that followed, known as the Mississippi Bubble, was one of the
most notorious panics of the modern age. Hardbound edition.
Pound, Arthur and Samuel Taylor Moore. They Told Barron: Conversations and
Revelations of an American Pepys in Wall Street. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1930.
"C. W. Barron, the greatest financial reporter this country has ever seen, had almost
unlimited opportunities to associate with the great and the near-great in politics and finance.
And in preparing his autobiography, which was never finished, he collected a vast number
of notes in diary form, containing his observations, his opinions, and a record of his daily
activities during the decade from 1918 to 1928.
"For those who wish to look behind the scenes, who want to know the real background
of Wall Street and American politics, the editors of this volume present this series of amazing
revelations, the notes of a man who knew the truth and was not afraid to write it down."
First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Pound, Arthur and Samuel Taylor Moore. More They Told Barron: Conversations and
Revelations of an American Pepys in Wall Street. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1931.
The reception accorded the first series of extracts from the notes of the late Clarence
Walker Barron was so hearty, the editors write, that they were "encouraged to proceed with
a further selection from the vast score of notes which Mr. Barron left behind." First edition,
hardbound.
Sarnoff, Paul. Jesse Livermore: Speculator King. Palisade's Park, NJ: Investor's
Press, 1967.
A biographical account, at once literary and informed by the mathematics of the
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markets, of the New England farm boy whose legendary ability to manipulate stocks led
to his being blamed for every market break from 1917 to 1940. Livermore was "never
interested in controlling, managing or operating any of the companies whose shares he
traded ... as long as there existed the chance for the big killing." First edition, hardbound
with dust jacket.
Sarnoff, Paul. Russell Sage: The Money King. New York: Ivan Obolensky, 1965.
Market manipulator, miser, patriot and plunger, Russell Sage is in these pages shown to
be one of the most significant financial forces supporting the American economy during the
crucial second half of the nineteenth century. "Here at long last is the dynamic and incredible biography of the man [whose Wall Street and railroad exploits] shaped the American
Industrial Revolution as no other single human force did." First edition, hardbound with
illustrations and dust jacket.
Shumway, Harry Irving. Bernard M. Baruch: Financial Genius, Statesman and Advisor
to Presidents. Boston: L.C. Page, 1946.
On Wall Street, he engineered deals for Thomas Fortune Ryan and the Guggenheims,
and in the political sphere, Baruch advised Presidents Wilson and Truman. This is a brief
account of the life and deeds of "the smartest trader of his time." As testimony to his
generosity and his peculiarity, Baruch spent most days of the latter half of his career on a
public park bench, making him perhaps the most approachable advisor in this country's
history. First printing, hardbound with illustrations.
Smith, Earl L. Yankee Genius: A Biography of Roger W. Babson, Pioneer in Investment
Counseling and Business Forecasting Who Capitalized on Investment Patience. New York:
Harper & Brothers, 1954.
"Stemming from rugged New England stock, Roger Babson, through years of patience
and hard work, built up Babson's Reports, Inc., as the first firm in the country to specialize
in investment counseling and stock market forecasting. This definitive account of purposes,
methods, and results serves to show how and why the Babson organization has had an
outstanding record of nationwide helpfulness to the American investor." First edition,
hardbound.
Sparkes, Boyden and Samuel Taylor Moore. The Witch of Wall Street: Hetty Green. New
York: Doran, 1935.
A history of the life and fortune of the daughter of a New Bedford whaling captain.
Hetty Green's startling parsimony and utter ruthlessness helped establish her as the richest
woman in America. Hardbound edition with illustrations.
Swanberg, W.A. Jim Fisk: The Career of an Improbable Rascal. New York:
Scribner's, 1959.
Hailed by some as "generous to a fault" and condemned by others as having no morals
whatever, the ebullient Jim Fisk was a study in contradictions. This is a history of a colorful
character whose stock market operations paired him with such scandalous figures as Daniel
Drew, "Boss" Tweed and Jay Gould. First edition, hardbound with illustrations.
Wendt, Lloyd and Herman Kogan. BetA Million! The Story ofjohn W. Gates. New
York: Bobbs-Merrill, 1948.
This book traces the history of John W. Gates through the law courts, grandiose hotels,
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Humankind has always been fascinated by the notion of auguring.
Foe obvious ceasons, this is
true whm the stock macket is
· . \\ concerned. While some of this exh1b1t's authors purport to d1vme future
price movements through the study of astrological or historical cycles,
others have taken a more mathematical approach using graphs and
statistics to predict price movements, an approach commonly referred
to as "technical analysis." Whatever the means, however, the prospect
of forecasting stock market movements remains controversial: while some market scholars
insist it can not be done, others maintain that prices always move in distinct repeating
patterns that hint at upcoming moves. Both camps are represented in this exhibit, from
the most adammt nay-sayers to the most meticulous technical analysts.
Bean, Louis H. How To Predict The Stock Market. Washington, D.C.: Robert B.
Luce, 1962.
A technical malysis primer that surveys the accuracy of certain prediction techniques in
forecasting major market moves of the 20's, 30's, 40's, and SO's. The author also introduces
the "Bean Line," a new prediction tool predicated on the notion that stock prices are
'"sandwiched in' between two major economic forces, business cycles and market averages."
First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Benner, Samuel. Benner)s Prophecies of Future Ups and Downs in Prices.
Cincinnati: Robert Clarke and Co., 1884.
The premise of this book is that all prices follow ar1 historical trend, ordained by God.
Benner, in this early example of a market prediction book, claims to have deciphered this
cyclical trend md presents it to his readers straightforwardly, if simplistically. Hardbound
edition.
Bond, Frederick Drew. Stock Movements and Speculation. New York: D. Appleton
and Co., 1928.
A "scientific study" of the technical md fundamental factors affecting stock prices.
Included in the text are discussions of "why the market moves," "market control,"
and "how banks affect the stock market." First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Bradbury, Oliver W. The Proper Time To Buy Low Priced Securities for Big Profits.
New York: The Magazine of Wall Street, 1926.
Though it claims to focus more on short- md intermediate-term price fluctuations,
this book is best suited for the beginner seeking insight about buying the stocks of good
companies on the cheap. Hardbound, second edition.
Bradley, Donald A. Stock Market Prediction: The Planetary Barometer and How to Use It.
Los Angeles: Llewellyn Publications, 1948.
One of several books in the Hess Collection aimed at establishing a correlation between
astrological phenomena and stock market activity. First edition, paperback with brown
paper wraps.
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Carret, Philip L. The Art of Speculation. New York: The National Financial
Weekly, 192 7.
Carret's text, which soon became a standard reference work among members of
the investment community, makes a thorough examination of the many ins and outs
of speculation. In addition to a detailed analysis of "market machinery" and "the vehicles
of speculation," Carret's book includes chapters on options, arbitrage, and mergers and
acquisitions. First edition, hardbound.
Coonter, Paul H., Ed. The Random Character of Stock Market Prices. Cambridge,
MA: M.I. T. Press, 1964.
A collection of essays that dispute the notion that stock prices can be predicted. Referring to a well-known model of randomness, the author states that "stock price changes are
best approximated by classical Brownian motion." First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Drew, Garfield A. New Methods for Profit in the Stock Market. Boston: Metcalf
Press, 1941.
"Mr. Drew presents for the first time a classified analysis of easily understood and tested
specific methods for timing stock market operations-some of them entirely new." This
book includes discussions of Dow theory, wave principles and moving average methods
of market forecasting. First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Drew, Garfield A. New Methods for Profit in the Stock Market. Boston: Metcalf
Press, 1948.
An enlarged and revised edition of Drew's 1941 publication. This new edition includes
an expanded discussion of odd lot trading statistics and their significance. Second, revised
edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Edelin, B. Minor Swings of the Stock Market and Their Indications. Philadelphia:
Dorrance & Company, 1924.
"The purpose of this book is to present to those interested in the market a concrete idea
of stock fluctuations and price movements; to furnish the trader with a scientific cause of
price changes, and to show by means of graphic charts the operation of the law of supply
and demand in the stock market .... It is the belief of the author that the methods together
with the charts used in this book will furnish a basis for profitable operation in the stock
market." First edition, hardbound, illustrated with charts.
Edwards, Robert D. and John Magee. Technical Analysis of Stock Trends. Springfield,
MA: John Magee, 1958.
"The stock market goes right on repeating the same old movements in much the same
old routine," writes Mr. Edwards. His book explains these patterns and helps readers to
profit from recognizing these recurring trends. Fourth edition, fourth printing, hardbound.
Foster, Orline D. Profits from the Stock Market. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1937.
A collection of "certain guideposts to sound and successful investment analysis."
Includes discussions of both fundamental and technical signals. First edition, hardbound
with dust jacket.
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Gann, William D. New Stock Trend Detector. New York: Financial Guardian
Publishing, 1936.
"A review of the 1929·1932 panic and the new 1932·1935 bull market with new rules
and charts for detecting trends of stocks." First edition, hardbound.
Genstein, Edgar S. Stock Market Profit Without Forecasting. South Orange, NJ:
Investment Research Press, 1954.
In contrast to many of the authors represented in this exhibit, Genstein maintains that
"The impossibility of forecasting prices with much greater accuracy than tossing a coin is
rather generally conceded." Thus, instead of outlining a method of predicting stock price
fluctuations, his "formula plan" is designed for "dealing with fluctuations ... as they occur,
so that profitable results will be secured in the long run regardless of the direction of future
movements of stock prices." Limited first edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Granville, Joseph E. Granville 1s New Strategy of Daily Stock Market Timing for
Maximum Profit. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice· Hall, 1976.
A collection of stock market indicators with rules on how to interpret them. Granville,
who pioneered the concept of the "On Balance Volume" indicator, claims that "one must
keep returning to technical analysis for the ultimate answers the market will render." First
edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Hamilton, W. P. The Stock Market Barometer. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1928.
A study of Dow theory and cyclical forecasting "with an analysis of the market and its
history since 1897." Revised edition, hardbound.
Hobbs, William, Jr. Flags of Profit: Stock Timing with Line Signs. Englewood
Cliffs,NJ: Prentice· Hall, 197 5.
An introduction to Line Sign Investing, which combines cyclical timing patterns with
wave theory to yield, according to the author, returns of more than 200% per year. First
edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Jensen, EdwardS. Stock Market Blueprints. Portland, OR: Strother & Co., 1967.
Part one of this book consists of a compendium of short· and long·term stock market
indicators together with discussions of fundamental stock analysis and market timing. The
second portion of this text is designed to help readers "lay down specific plans of investment
action based on the factors discussed in Part I." First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Jensen, L. J. Major Trends in American Economics from 1492 to 1950; An Analysis
and a Forecast. Kansas City, MO: George E. Liggett and Associates, [1935].
A study of psychological cycles that influence the market. According to the author, these
cycles can trace their underlying causes to astrological phenomena. First edition, paperback
with yellow wraps.
Karsten, Karl. Scientific Forecasting: Its Methods and Application to Practical Business
and to Stock Market Operations. New York: Greenberg, 1931.
"A complete and practical exposition of economic and stock market forecasting,
including new methods and procedure, and designed for the general reader." First edition,
hardbound with dust jacket.
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Kerr, Joseph H. Method in Dealing in Stocks. Boston: Christopher Publishing
House, 1931.
Kerr writes, "Stock speculation is a science as truly as is economics itself," responding
with consistent rules of probability to certain recurring causes. The methods outlined in this
book are precise, but complicated. Kerr assigns each of many probable events (such as an
important news release or a surge in trading volume) a value; when particular combinations
of these events occur, he maintains, there is a high probability that a corresponding effect is
sure to follow. Revised second edition, hardbound.
Krow, Harvey A. Stock Market Behavior: The Technical Approach to Understanding Wall
Street. New York: Random House, 1969.
The outgrowth ofKrow's doctoral dissertation, this text outlines a host of different
technical signals and their significance and applies these signals to historical case studies
of different securities. First printing, hardbound with dust jacket.
Langham, James Mars. Cyclical Market Forecasting Stocks and Grain. [Los Angeles:
Maghnal, 1938].
This text bills itself as a "complete course of instruction in an original and proven
system" presented together with "evidence that proves" its effectiveness. First edition,
hardbound with dust jacket.
Livermore, Jesse L. How to Trade in Stocks: The Livermore Formula for Combining
Time Element and Price. New York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1940.
Edward Dies, in the preface, writes: "Every great speculator has his own method
of operation .... So when Jesse Livermore, with characteristic frankness, draws back
the curtain and reveals publicly his rules for combining time element and prices he takes
the spotlight for audacity among the top flight speculators of the age." Despite Dies's
momentous introduction, however, many critics have claimed that the technique outlined
in Livermore's text is itself a smokescreen. First edition, hardbound with fifteen illustrated
charts.
Merkle, Daniel R. Relative Strength and Stock Market Timing. [Alton, IL]: Traders
Research, 1967.
"Of all the tools of technical analysis, none is more valuable than relative strength."
Merkle discusses this indicator of strong stocks in strong industries at great length,
providing tips on how to use this important signal to profit from stock trading. First
edition hardbound, illustrated with graphs.
Merrill, Arthur A. Behavior of Prices on Wall Street. Chappaqua, NY: The Analysis
Press, 1984.
"This book concentrates on the profitable study of timing." It includes historical and
theoretical discussions of technical trends, market cycles and the recognition of turning
points. Extensively illustrated with graphs. Second revised edition, hardbound with dust
jacket. Inscribed by the author: "To Dr. Nicholas Gimble with best wishes Arthur A. Merrill
ll 15 84."
Merrill, Arthur A. Filtered Waves: Basic Theory. Chappaqua, NY: The Analysis
Press, 1977.
"This book presents a simple method of identifYing and measuring swings." By filtering
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out all market swings smaller than 5%, "the book presents and examines charts for every bull
and bear market since 1898; it presents charts for life expectancy of rallies and secondary
reactions." Includes an appendix that describes and explains Dow Theory and Elliott Wave
Theory. First edition, first printing, hardbound with dust jacket.
Moody, John. The Art of Wall Street Investing. New York: Moody's Magazine, 1909.
Moody's book covers the "fundamental principles of investing" and is intended as a
"practical hand- book or guide for those who wish to place their money in legitimate corporate enterprises of several kinds, through the purchase of stocks and bonds." First edition,
hardbound.
Reid, Jesse B. Buy High, Sell Higher! New York: Hawthorn Books, 1966.
Reid's book outlines a theory of investment timing based upon buying stocks that
increase substantially in price on, what the author calls, UHV or Ultra High Volume.
First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Rhea, Robert. The Dow Theory. New York: Barron's, 1932.
Robert Rhea began studying The Wall Street Journal founder Charles Dow's theories of
investment, when he was "confined to a bed for a great number of years." He later emerged
as one of the most prominent proponents of Dow Theory. "This book represents an effort
to reduce Dow Theory to a manual for those wishing to use it as an aid in speculation."
Based almost entirely on the writings of Dow himself, Rhea writes, "only a relatively small
part of the subject matter represents original work or the ideas of the author." Eleventh
printing, hardbound.
Rhea, Robert. Dow's Theory Applied to Business and Banking. New York: Simon
and Schuster, 1938.
Rhea aims, in this book, to show that "the Dow-Jones averages are not merely a record
of stock market changes but (when properly understood) they afford a composite index of
all the hopes, disappointments, knowledge, and inside information of those whose financial
business judgement determine the pattern and the trends of American business." Second
printing, hardbound with dust jacket.
Russell, Richard. The Dow Theory. New York: Richard Russell Associates, 1960.
"A collection of twelve articles which were written and published during the period of
December, 1958, through December, 1960." The first few articles pertain to general Dow
Theory, while the remaining articles deal with price movements during the time of publication, a particularly difficult time for investors and traders. Hardbound edition with dust
jacket.
Seward, P. S. The Technique of Speculation. London: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, 1929.
"The object of this book is to demonstrate that [the Stock Exchange] is as legitimate
a market as any other, possessing a definite scientific technique peculiarly its own." First
edition, hardbound.
deVilliers, Victor. The Point and Figure Method of Anticipating Stock Price Movements.
New York: Trader's Press, 1966.
Though deVilliers did not invent the point and figure method (indeed, it was reportedly
used as far back as 1891 by such market mavens as Charles Dow and James R. Keene), the
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author's 1933 publication purported to have found "a dependable clue to the future price path
of American securities so eagerly sought by investors and traders all over the world." Reprinted
edition, hardbound, illustrated with charts and graphs.

Wolf, H. J. Studies in Stock Speculation. Wells, VT: Fraser Publishing, 1966.
First published in 1924, this book not only provided readers a valuable introduction to the
mechanisms behind the stock market and speculative tactics but, as the publisher maintains, in
an "era when stock movements were considered deep mysteries by the average man, this work
helped to dissipate prevailing ideas of the market as largely, if not solely, a manipulator's game."
Paperback reprinted edition.
Wolf, H. J. Studies in Speculation Volume II. Wells, VT: Fraser Publishing, 1967.
First published in 1926, this follow-up to Studies in Stock Speculation promises to appeal
"particularly to those who desire to profit by the experiences of others, and who are willing
to investigate the science of speculation in an orderly and systematic manner." Wolf's second
volume begins by presenting "ten cardinal principles of trading" and the author supplements
these commandments with numerous examples and a discussion of the importance of each rule.
Paperback reprint edition.

A portrait of stock speculators studying the
ticker tape.
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For as long as securities have been traded, the securities markets
and those associated with them have been subjected to harsh, and often
justified, criticism. In his text, The Securities Racket, for example, E. Jay
Comer levies this charge against the investment banking industry: "The
eighth wonder of the world might well be termed the disregard by
certain so called "investment bankers" for other fellows' money." To
those who view the primary purpose of the stock exchanges as that of
defrauding the unsuspecting public, Comer's comment might well be applied to Wall Street
generally. Represented in this exhibit are condemnations of bankers, brokers, swindlers,
insurance companies, directors, trusts, traders and even individual investors. Many of these
books offer suggestions for improving a flawed system while others adopt the view that the
stock market is so full of corruption and reprehensible rascality that it ought to be
abolished altogether.
Black, Hillel. The Watchdogs of Wall Street: The Inside Story of How the S.E.C. Exposes
the Big Stock Manipulators. New York: William Morrow and Company, 1962.
Black's text chronicles the history of some latter-day stock swindling schemes and
"describes the real reasons why Congress has called for the first major investigation ofWall
Street in twenty-five years." First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
"Brutus." Confessions of a Stock Broker: A Wall Street Diary. Boston: Little, Brown
and Company, 1971.
"From July of 1970 to January of 1971, while the Dow Jones and billions of paper
dollars went down the drain, a keen young stockbroker with a diabolical gleam in his eye
was keeping a diary." This book is the culmination of that record and in it, "Brutus" comes
dean about how he and the "Big Boys ofWall Street" operate. Second printing, hardbound
with dust jacket.
Comer, E. Jay. The Security Racket: Behind Closed Doors. Chicago: Dunelm, 1932.
Citing the statistic that "more than 600 different bond issues, representing an aggregate
approximately $1,500,000,000 par value, defaulted in the ten months between January l,
1931 and November l, 1931," Comer concludes that Capone and other so called public
enemies were playing a penny-ante game when compared with the investment banking
racket of the early 1930's. A former investment banker himself, Comer hopes to see the day
when this "dignified and necessary business may once more be restored to its former high
plane of service and usefulness." First edition, hardbound.
Erleigh, Viscount. The South Sea Bubble. Manchester, England: Peter Davies
Limited, 1933.
An entertaining and informative treatment of the notorious 18th century scheme to
refinance the national debt of England through the stock of the South Sea Company.
In a move that presaged some later-day stock frauds, promotional efforts to boost the stock,
combined with speculative mania, lifted the price of the South Sea Company to dizzying
heights-until the bubble burst. First edition, hardbound with illustrations.
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Floyd, William. People vs. Wall Street: A Mock Trial. New York: Vanguard, 1930.
An expose of stock market corruption before the 1929 crash, written in the form of a
trial transcript. Dedicated "to the victims," it represents what the author may have seen as
an ideal courtroom comeuppance for the crafty financiers who helped pick the pockets
of the common investor. First edition, hardbound.
Frasca, Charles B. Stock Swindlers and Their Methods. New York: Charles B.
Frasca, 1931.
A survey of the many different types of financial fraud schemes that victimize the public,
from bucket shop speculation to Florida real estate investing, written by an investment
broker who "since 1920 has successfully exposed many stock frauds." First printing,
hardbound.
Garret, Garet. A Bubble That Broke the World. Boston: Little, Brown and Company,
1932.
Subtitled "The story of the rape of American credit," this critique of the modern
banking system "explains the nature of credit and shows how its inflation and deflation
effect the common man." First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Gaskill, John Franklin. Gouge. [Los Angeles]: published by the author, 1938.
A critique of the life insurance business of the late·1930's by one who is amazed at
"the profit margins, inequities, inconsistencies , extravagances, delusions and deceits" of the
industry. Ultimately, the author proposes a policy of government life insurance that he hopes
might deliver us from the gouging of privatized insurance companies. First edition, paperback with yellow wraps.
Hooker, Edward E. You Can)t Win in Wall Street. New York: Hooker
Publishing, 1929.
"The object of publishing this book is to hold up the Red Flag of Danger, and put
before the MARGIN TRADER in WALL STREET ... such FIGURES and FACTS, that a
person will understand the absurdity and fallacy of attempting to overcome a PERCENTAGE that is against him, so STAGGERING, that without the sight of the actual figures, it is
past all belief." First edition, hardbound.
Hoyne, Thomas Templeton. Myself and Fellow Asses. Chicago, Economic Feature
Service, 1923.
Reflections upon economics, government, and egoism that point out the recurring
follies in people's thoughts. First edition, hardbound with illustrations by Earle R. Kirkbride.
Kelly, Fred C. How To Lose Your Money Prudently; Being the Truth About Trust
Companies. Philadelphia: Roland Swain, 1933.
"A keen analysis of trust companies and their methods of administering funds. Whole
estates are shown to have been almost entirely wiped out under Trust Company supervision,
even while profitable fees were being drawn from their administration. The author asks the
question: 'Why not let your own children have the fun of losing their inheritance, instead
of paying other people's children to do so?'" First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Lawson, Thomas. Frenzied Finance: The Crime of Amalgamated. New York:
Ridgeway-Thayer, 1906.
Originally published serially in Everybody\ Frenzied Finance was one of the most
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Salmon, David L. Confessions of a Former Customers) Man. New York: Vanguard, 1932.
A "remarkable document of revelation and self-revelation" wherein the author "tells the
whole sorry truth of the fashion in which he 'earned' his living" for over fifteen years as a
stock broker. "In addition to pandering to greed," Salmon writes, Wall Street "does not
distain to play upon every known human lust." First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Sherrod, Julian. Scapegoats. Dallas: Julian Sherrod, 1931.
This book is a "plea for a return to old-time banking .... Specifically, it is a plea for the
divorcement of true banking from security floatation and high-pressure salesmanship." First
edition, third printing, paperback with brown paper wraps.
Sherrod, Julian. Scapegoats. Dallas: Julian Sherrod, 1931.
A hardbound reprinting of the book the author printed and published himself months
earlier.
Simmons, E. H. H. Cooperation Against Security Frauds. [ n. p. ], [ 1924].
Simmons, a former president of the New York Stock Exchange, delivered this address to
help stem the problem of financial fraud because it "so constantly and so gravely [threatens]
our public and private credit, as well as the entire credit machinery of the country."
Hardbound edition.
Simpson, Kemper. The Margin Trader: A Study in Trade in Securities and Insecurity
in Trade. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1938.
"A novel analysis revealing the pitfalls of margin trading as it affects the trader, the
investor, the broker, the banker and the business man." Written by the former Economic
Advisor of the Securities and Exchange Commission, "it considers what has been done and
what has been left undone in the regulation of margin trading." First edition, hardbound
with dust jacket.
Stilwell, Arthur Edward. Cannibals of Finance. Chicago: Farnum, 1912.
An expose of the deeply entrenched corruption in the railroad industry, written by a
former insider. Fifth edition, hardbound.
Washburn, Watson and Edmund S. De Long. High and Low Financiers: Some Notorious
Swindlers and Their Abuses of Our Modern Stock Selling System. Indianapolis, IN:
Bobbs-Merrill, 1932.
Primarily intended to "throw light on the customary methods of swindlers," the authors
of this book often found it necessary to "criticize the methods oflegitimate dealers or
fmanciers." The resulting work includes discussions of stock and bond brokers, investment
trusts and the "uses and recent abuses of the important functions of the Stock Exchange."
First edition, hardbound with dust jacket.
Wilcox, U. V. The Bankers Be Damned. New York: Daniel Ryerson, 1940.
According to Wilcox, the bank holiday of 1933, coupled with recent reforms to the
banking industry, has maligned and damned the banking industry and its future as well as
"every citizen who now uses or expects to avail himself of the facilities of a bank." First
edition, third printing, hardbound with dust jacket.
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Wurtz, Gideon. Foolish Finance. Boston: JohnW. Luce and Company, 1935.
In this book, Gideon claims to have "cataloged the facts, made a list of the factors,
analyzed the motives and memorized the methods of all this Foolish Finance business with
the sole object of speaking with authority and good humor to these befogged and befuddled
Common People-who really seem in immediate need of a Primer equipped with diagrams,
raised letters, and a club." First edition, hardbound with illustrations.

A view of Wall Street1 looking westward toward Trinity Church.
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